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Tammy Taylor Kolinsky Sable Nail Brushes are so superior they have been voted
the very Best Nail Brushes by Nail Technicians.

2009
"The Tammy Taylor Custom Kolinsky Sable Nail Brushes have my Signature
crimp in the Ferrell, which I created over 25 years ago.
This slightly crimped Ferrell is the most popular style Brush in the Nail industry
today."
"I would take a round brush and then squeeze the silver
Ferrule with pliers, to put a slight crimp in it. This gave
me a brush that had the consistency and the flow of a
round brush, and the control of a flat brush.
Your Tammy Taylor Custom Kolinsky Sable Nail Brush is
made right here in the United States of America; the
Kolinsky Sable is carefully hand chosen for its color, texture
and quality, then carefully shaped and hand assembled, by
highly talented brush artisans, who take great pride in their
work."
Tammy Taylor
You have 11 different styles of Tammy Taylor "Nail
Brushes" to choose from:
Tammy Taylor Custom "Oval" Kolinsky Sable Nail
Brushes are available in 4 sizes:


Custom "Oval" Small #6 - for toenails.



Custom "Oval" Medium #7 - for short to medium
nails.



Custom "Oval" Large #8 - for medium to long nails.



Custom "Oval" X-large #9 - for long to extra long
nails.

http://www.TammyTaylorNails.com/
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- Note: The Larger the brush, the more liquid the brush holds, and makes a bigger
ball.
Tammy Taylor Custom "Flat" Kolinsky Sable Brushes are available in 3 sizes:




Custom "Flat" Small #6 - for toenails.
Custom "Flat" Medium #7 - for short to medium nails.
Custom "Flat" Large #8 - for medium to long nails.

The Tammy Taylor Custom "Flat" Kolinsky Sable Brush is a little flatter then the
Tammy Taylor Custom "Oval", which makes the "Flat" brush really easy to sculpt freeedges, and it still holds plenty of liquid for ball consistency and flow.


Tammy Taylor "Gel" Brush - (Special bristles for Gel Only)

Especially for applying Gel Nails; the Gel does not stick on this brush making your Gel
very easy to apply and the fine point tip allows for precision while the pinched Ferrell
ensures the bristles maintain shape and form.

Tammy Taylor "Nail Art" Brushes


3D Nail Art Brush - Kolinsky Sable

For extremely detailed 3D Nail Art created with Acrylic; Designed with a fine point tip
which allows for precision while the pinched Ferrell ensures the bristles maintain shape
and form.


Detail Brush - Kolinsky Sable

Designed for painting in very fine detail; giving you more control while painting freehand.


Striper Brush - Kolinsky Sable

The Striper Brush allows you to create a stripe that is permanent and will never pull
away from your designs.
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